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AGE OF CORONA VIRUS: PEACOCKS DANCE AT MOTHER’S TERRACE  

By Aju Mukhopadhyay 

 

Let us forget the issue treacherous 

Of birth, growth and spread of Corona Virus 

Look at its effect on humans and their reactions; 

Many are affected, some died and few are cured  

Cordoned and dissociated, chased by rules obscured;                                                                                                                                                  

In fear they have caved in shunning all adda and functions 

Deserting their villages, towns and cities, the whole foreground 

Denizens of the forest have come out and are moving in human habitats round; 

They remember that the humans visited them often and on at their home 

Killed them for fun and flesh, axing and firing them at random 

 Captivated them in Zoo and tortured them in laboratory test  

As they exploited and destroyed Nature for self interest; 

Man created with pride the cement-concrete forest  

Polluted, artificial, without sound health 

Bereft of all natural beauty and real wealth;   

Moving, running, peeping and peering through 

Animals in human jungle find strange things without any clue 

In no man’s land birds chirp, shriek, chatter, hoot and screech  

Sky is full of birds, in water swims the ducks 

They greet the humans with smile sardonic 

Peacocks dance at the Mother’s Terrace  

Displaying their feathers unique. 

@ Aju Mukhopadhyay, 2020 
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Bio 

Aju Mukhopadhyay, settled in Pondicherry, is a bilingual award winning poet, author and 

critic, writes fictions and essays too. He has authored 30 books and received several poetry 

awards from India and USA besides other honours. He has published two volumes of short 

stories some of which have been chosen for noted anthologies. He has contributed essays on 

literary and environmental subjects in more than 50 scholarly books. He is a member of the 

Research Board of Advisors of the American Biographical Institute and registered in the Who’s 

Who of Sahitya Akademi, India. He is Vice President of the Guild of Indian English Writers, 

Editors and Critics. A member of many national literary and environmental institutions, he is 

also published as writer on animals, wildlife, Nature and Environment. 

He has so far published seven books of poems in English besides two in Bangla. One more book 

of poems is ready for publication. Eight books contain critique on his poetry among others 

besides such critiques on his poetry and fiction scattered in several magazines. His poems may 

be broadly categorised in three groups: On Nature, poems with spiritual overtone and feelings 

and poems on social, political subjects, some of which may be categorised as rants. He is very 

subjective in his subtle feelings and expressions. He is known as one of the noted writers of 

Haiku and such genres of poetry from India. Such works by him has been published in many 

international magazines and ezines. His haiku has been specially chosen by some editors and 

awarded ranks on merits. Quite a few of his poems of the Japanese variety have been published 

in international anthologies and collections. He has his poems published in 16 anthologies which 

include two recent publications one of which is an Indo-Australian anthology of poems by three 

poets each from Indian and Australia, titled Poetic Conventions. He edited some literary 

magazines in Bangla and is placed in the Editorial Board and Advisory Board of some literary 

journals for Indian English writing. As Guest Editor he edited http://twenty20journal.com, an 

American Ezine for its Indian Edition; Summer Issue No. 3, 2011. 

Besides the awards many of his poetic works have been acclaimed and honoured like one of his 

poems remaining at the top of the list of poems in www.asianamericanpoetry.com from 

December 2007 for about three months and inclusion of his poem in the list of top ten recent 
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poems by www.Poetsindia.com. Lucidity Poetry Journal from Sugar Land, USA has awarded 

him Certificate of Merit for his poem, “Structural Violence” in June 2011.The American 

Biographical Institute offered him the American Order of Merit. 

Following are the books of poems published by him in English. The Witness Tree, In 

Celebration of Nature, The Paper Boat, Insect’s Nest and Other Poems, Aju Mukhopadhyay’s 

Poems on Sri Aurobindo and the Mother, Short Verse Vast Universe and Short Verse Delight. 

 

 

 

  


